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Lesson: 

Fruit 

 

General: 

Time: 40 minutes – 1 hour 

Objectives: Saying different fruits and talking about taste 

Structures: “What fruit is this?” 

“This is an apple” / “This is a lemon.” 

“How does it taste?,” 

“It taste~.” 

- 

“Apples are sweet.” / “Lemons are sour.” 

Target Vocab: apples, bananas, oranges, watermelons, melons, pineapples, lemons, 

strawberries, sweet, sour, juicy. 

 

Media: 

Flashcards: apples, bananas, oranges, watermelons, melons, pineapples, lemons, 

strawberries. 

Printables: • Color Lots of Fruit worksheet  

• Match up the Fruit worksheet 

• “The Fruit Song” Song Poster 

• Fruit flashcards 

Readers: Fruit Salad 

Songs:  "I want to eat them (fruits) all" song 

 

You will also need:  

• colored crayons  

• CD / Tape player or something to play the song on  

• plastic fruits in a small box (if possible)  

• real fruits, cut up into small pieces (if possible) 
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Lesson Overview 

 

Warm Up and Maintenance: 

1. Welcoming 

2. Name Tags 

3. Greetings 

4. Sing "Hello Song" or a Review Song 

5. Read a Classroom Reader again 

6. Homework check 

7. Do "Exercise Routine" activity 

8. Review past lessons 

 

New Learning and Practice: 

1. Teach the fruit vocab  

2. Play the fruit wall touch game 

3. Play "Match the fruit flashcards" game 

4. Read classroom reader "Fruit Salad" 

5. Teach structures "What fruit is this?" "This is~" and “How does it taste?,” “It taste~.” 

6. Sing the "I want to eat them (fruits) all" song 

7. Do the fruit worksheets (Color the fruits, Trace the fruits, or “Do you like (fruit)?) 

8. Do "Fruit Tasting" activity 

 

Wrap Up: 

1. Assign Homework 

2. Say Goodbye 

3. Sing "Goodbye Song" or a Review Song 

4. Do “Quick Check” 
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Lesson Procedure 

Warm Up and Maintenance: 

1. Welcoming 

Greet the students by name as they enter the classroom and gesture for them to sit down 

on the floor or on the cushions (for each students). 

2. Name Tags 

Prepare some name tags (stickers or pin-on tags) with each student's name written in 

lower case letters. Sit down with your students and lay out the name tags in front of 

you. Pick up each tag and call out the name. Try and encourage each student to put their 

hand up and say "yes". Hand over the tags and help to pin / stick on. Later on, as your 

students recognize their written names you can have each student in turn pick out their 

own name tag. 

3. Greetings 

Greet the students with a glove puppet. Keep the puppet in a big bag. Bring out the bag, 

open it enough to see in and shout into the bag the puppet's name (e.g. “Coco Cat!”). 

Then move your ear to the opening to listen - nothing. Go to each student and encourage 

them to shout the puppet's name into the bag - each time nothing happens. Finally, get 

all the students together to shout the name at the same time. This time the puppet wakes 

up and jumps out of the bag! The puppet then chats to each student: "Hello", "What's 

your name?" "Goodbye / See you" before going back into the bag and back to sleep. 

4. Sing "Hello Song" or a Review Song 

Sit in a circle and sing along to the song. Encourage students to clap along or pat their 

laps in time with the music. 

Lyrics for "The Hello Song" 

Hello, hello, 

How are you? 

Hello, hello, 

How are you? 

 

I’m good 

I’m great 

I’m wonderful 

I’m good 

I’m great 

I’m wonderful 

Gestures for "The Hello Song" 

 

These are quite straight forward. First time you play 

the song do the gestures and encourage everyone to 

do them with you. 

 

• Wave as you sing the “Hello, hello” parts. 

• Gesture to others as you sing “How are you?” 

• Hands up each time you sing “I’m good, I’m great, 

I’m wonderful.” 
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5. Read a Classroom Reader again 

Invite a student to pick a classroom reader and read through it as a class. Make the story 

as interactive as possible by asking questions (e.g. what colors there are, the names of 

different objects, etc.) and getting students to speculate what is going to happen next in 

the story. 

6. Homework check 

Check each student's homework set in the last lesson. Ask each student some questions 

about their homework worksheet (e.g. "what color is it?"), give lots of praise, and then 

put some kind of mark on the homework sheet (e.g. a sticker, a stamp or draw a smiley 

face). Finally, tell your students to put their homework back into their bags. 

7. Do "Exercise Routine" activity 

Say the following and have your students follow your lead: "Stand up (teacher stands 

and so does everyone else), "Hands up / hands down" (x 3-5), "Jump" (x3-5), "Run! / 

Stop!" (x3-5), "Turn around! / Stop!" (x3-5), finally "Sit down". 

8. Review past lessons 

Review parts of your last lesson as well as some parts from other previous lessons. You 

can spend 5-10 minutes reviewing - it's fine to recycle games and activities from your 

past lessons to review as kids enjoy playing familiar games. 

 

New Learning and Practice: 

1. Teach the fruit vocab  

If you can, get small plastic fruit or use flashcards instead. Put 8 fruits or flashcards into 

a box before the class. Now take out the box and shake it to get students’ attention. Ask 

“What fruit is this?”, teach them the name and repeat the lines 3 times. Now mime 

biting the fruit and say the taste (“It’s sour.”, “It’s sweet.”, “It’s juicy.” – replace ‘it’ 

with the fruit name). 

Teacher: “What fruit is this? This is an apple.” 

Students: “This is an apple.” (3x) 

Teacher: (Mime biting the fruit) “It’s sweet.” “Apples are sweet!” 

Students: “Apples are sweet!” (3x) 

Do the same for all the 8 fruit in the box. 

2. Play the fruit wall touch game 
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Before class print off pictures of the 8 fruit onto A4 paper. Now model the game: Say 

"Where is the apple?” and then walk around the room and touch the apple flashcard and 

then say “Apples are sweet!”. Continue to model with 2 more fruit. Now get all of your 

students to stand up and say to them “Where is the lemon?.” Allow them to run around 

the room touching the fruit. Encourage them to say “Lemons are sour!” as they touch, 

and so on. 

3. Play "Match the fruit flashcards" game 

Before the class print off 8 fruit flashcards, 2 for each fruit, and then put them into a 

box. Now take out the box and then shake it. Lay out all the flashcards randomly. Now 

call out your students one by one to take one flashcard by their choice and scaffold them 

to find its match. Make sure they say “~ are sweet/sour/juicy!” when they found the 

matching flashcard, and don’t forget to praise them (e.g. Good Job!, Excellent!, 

etc.)Now let them put them back into the box. 

4. Read classroom reader "Fruit Salad" 

Fruit Salad is a fun story which will help your students to internalize the key fruit 

vocabulary. Before class, download and print off the reader "Fruit Salad" from link 

provided at the last page of this lesson plan. As you go through each page, point to the 

pictures and let your students shout out what fruit they see, for example: 

Teacher: “What fruit is this?” (pointing at the green apple on page 3) 

Students: “It's an apple!”  

Teacher: “Yes, that's right! And what color is it?”  

Students: “Green!” 

Teacher: “Right! Good job!” (reading from the story) ... "Along came an apple ...". 

5. Teach structures "What fruit is this?" and "This is~", “How does it taste?” and “It 

tastes~”. 

Sit everyone down to watch you. Take out the 8 plastic fruit or flashcards. Model the structure: 

Take one, mime, and say "This is apple. It is sweet!". Put it into a box. Take another fruit and 

do the same. Next, take a fruit and say "This is lemon. It is sour!". Put it into a box. Keep going 

with the rest of the fruit. Now let each student to take one fruit from the box and say the 

structure, and then put it back into the box. Give three of more opportunities for each student 

to take different fruit.  

6. Sing the "I want to eat them (fruits) all" song 
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For the first time you play the song, have everyone sit down and watch you. Next, get 

everyone to stand up and sing along, pointing the pictures. You can also stick the song 

poster on the board to help. 

Lyrics for "I want to eat them all" song Gestures for "I want to eat them all” song 

Do you like fruits? 

I do. 

 

Point your index finger to all of the 

students as you say the first line. 

Put your hands up as you say the second 

line. 

Encourage students to do the same 

At times I want an apple 

Sometimes I want some grapes 

 

Also, have them point to the fruit pictures 

on the classroom walls as they sing each 

fruit 

Some days I’m feeling hungry Touch stomach and move your hands in 

circle. 

And then I want to eat them all. 

 

So on…. 

Make a fist on of the right and left hand 

as if they are fruits, and then mime biting 

them. 

 

7. Do the fruit worksheets (Color the fruits, Trace the fruits, or “Do you like (fruit)?) 

Give out the "Color Lots of Fruit" worksheet to each student. Have everyone color in 

the fruit pictures. Then model the task – hold up your worksheet and say "What fruit 

tastes sweet?". Circle the fruit that tastes sweet, each time saying "Apples are sweet, 

etc.". Then get the class to do the same. Circulate and check and ask questions (What 

fruit is juicy?). 

8. Do "Fruit Tasting" activity (do this only after considering the feasibility) 

Buy a piece of fruit for each of the 8 fruits your class has studied. Canned fruit (such as fruit 

cocktail) will also be fine. If you can’t get all the fruit (out of season) don’t worry, just get as 

many as you can. Cut the fruit up into tiny squares – try and get all the squares roughly the 

same size. Put each fruit’s squares on separate paper or plastic plates. Have all your students to 

sit down. And then model: Take a fruit with a spoon or your hand and pretend to figure out 

what fruit that is by the color and smell. And then eat it. Tell the students what fruit that is and 

how is the taste. Now allow the students to try them out. 

 

Wrap Up: 

1. Assign Homework 

Each week give out a homework worksheet for your students to take home. Hold up the 

homework worksheet and model how to do it. Give out the Fruits Match Up worksheets 

and say "Put your homework in your bags" and help them to do so - this is important as 

they will probably want to start doing them right away. 
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2. Say Goodbye 

Use glove puppet again. Take out the bag and open it enough to see in. And get 

everyone to wake up the glove puppet by calling him out (e.g. “Coco Cat!”) together. 

Bring out the puppet and go to each student and say hello, ask their name and then say 

goodbye/see you. Put it back in the bag (back to sleep). 

3. Sing "Goodbye Song" or a Review Song 

Sit together in a circle and sing and clap along. 

Lyrics for "The Goodbye Song" 

 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you my friends. 

 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you my friends. 

 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you again. 

Goodbye, goodbye, 

See you my friends. 

Gestures for "The Goodbye Song" 

 

First time you play the song do the gestures and 

encourage everyone to do them with you. 

 

• Wave as you sing the "Goodbye, goodbye" 

parts. 

• Hold your hand above your eyes (as you would 

when you are looking into the distance and 

keeping the sun out of your eyes) and look at 

another student as you sing "See you again". 

• Point towards another student as you sing "See 

you my friends". 

 

4. Do "Quick Check" 

Time to leave the class. Make sure everything is put away and the students have 

gathered their belongings. Have them line up at the door and place yourself between 

the door and the students. For each student check one word, you can hold up one of the 

worksheets you did in the lesson and ask them to touch an object (e.g. "Touch the 

melon"). When they give you an answer say goodbye and let them leave. 

 

All the media can be downloaded here 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WOBciXzU6fCCeYbDJLYFbNn86AAN7Ct2  

or 

Sources of teaching media: 

The Fruits song - https://youtu.be/IWlAxUDmnsQ  

Fruits worksheets - https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-worksheets/search/fruits# 

Fruit reader - https://www.eslkidstuff.com/  

Fruits match up flashcards - https://www.education.com/worksheet/article/fruit-matching-

game/  

Fruits match up homework - https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/printables/fruits-match-up/  

Fruits pictures – Google 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WOBciXzU6fCCeYbDJLYFbNn86AAN7Ct2
https://youtu.be/IWlAxUDmnsQ
https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-worksheets/search/fruits
https://www.eslkidstuff.com/
https://www.education.com/worksheet/article/fruit-matching-game/
https://www.education.com/worksheet/article/fruit-matching-game/
https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/printables/fruits-match-up/
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Hello Song - https://youtu.be/tVlcKp3bWH8  

Goodbye Song - https://youtu.be/kAIWQ7GrRC8  

https://youtu.be/tVlcKp3bWH8
https://youtu.be/kAIWQ7GrRC8

